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1. INTRODUCTION

Time is the most valuable resource we have at our disposal. While some problems are time
consuming and require a great deal delicacy in finding the proper solution, there are others
that can benefit greatly from process automatization. Proof stress determination is a process
of the latter kind. If a large number of specimens is given, data collecting, evaluation and
analysis become tedious and repetitive processes which can reflect on the analyst after several
data series. Depending on the technique used, the process itself varies but, as it stands, there is
no single technique that provides the best result. Generally, this type of analysis is done solely
by the tensile test operator without an explanation of how the proof stress line was chosen or
evaluated. After this, output values are provided with adequate statistical analysis. Currently,
there are several approaches:

• Printing the diagram and drawing a "good fit" line, which is arguably the most common
technique but its objectivity is questionable as the user generally never formally elaborates
the thought process behind the line acquisition.

• Microsoft Excel. While it can provide good results, it still requires a great deal of patience
to carefully analyse the data set, find all the irregular values "Not a number(Nan)" or 0,
delete unwanted measurement rows, copy and paste the right values and finally it takes
up to 20 minutes for a single diagram to be analysed.

• MATLAB. Solutions that are based on a graphical user interface(GUI short), where the
process is as follows: the user draws a line which starts at (0,0) and evaluates up to which
point on the diagram does the linearity trend persist. This is practically the same as print
and draw technique but on a computer. Also, it requires MATLAB to be installed as it
comes in a form of a package that needs to be installed in the program packege library[3].

• Other GUI based solutions similar to those mentioned above.

None of these solutions can work autonomously, meaning that the user can just press a button.
They rely solely on the focus of the user. With this in mind, the repeatability of the process is
in question and automatically there is a degree of scepticism towards the output i.e. the proof
stress value for that measurement. Generally it can be said that there is an issue of process
transparency or lack thereof. If the process, algorithms and flow chart for the application are
known, the end result can be predicted, easily evaluated and repeated. Furthermore, there is a
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general lack of mechanical engineering technicians that have proper training and specialize in
this type of measurement. Through years of systemic degradation, vocational high school has
become mandatory but not quality enough for educating students in technician types of jobs.
Vocational high school education cannot fulfill the high demand for job requirements. This all
led to overqualification for even the simplest types of technician jobs. Finally, the last piece
of the puzzle is: laboratory workers become highly trained mechanical engineers or doctorate
study researchers who are forced to learn the ins and outs of a testing machine in a narrow time
frame after which they need a fast and reliable solution for these types of analyses which is
potentially free to use. The goal of this thesis is to develop and test an application for automatic
analysis of tensile tests.
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2. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND APPROACH

In this chapter, the official problem definition will be discussed with all the relevant background
of the problem using appropriate definitions from the European norm[1]. Problem definition is
as follows: we want an open source application which outputs proof strength line and value
without user input except for:

• Test specimen cross section area i.e. thickness and length or, in the case of a circular
specimen, diameter.

• longitudinal extensometer gauge length, potentially expanding to transverse extensometer
measurments (Poisson coefficient).

• 0.1% Proof strength line or 0.2% proof strength line, potentially expanding to custom
proof stress.

Cross sectional area is needed for conversion from load which is converted to engineering stress,
while longitudinal and transverse gauge length is needed for conversion from position to strain
and for determining the Poisson ratio. The application will be tested on materials and specimens
without an emphasized elastic limit but potentially should work for those with a limit (although
this is not a requirement). Usually 0.2 proof stress is used but there are specific cases i.e.
materials where 0.1 proof stress is relevant.

Slika 2.1: Stress Strain curve for: a)materials with elastic limit b)without elastic limit.

It should be noted that most users of this application will not be programmers which makes the
development of a graphical interface a requirement. For users who understand programming
in MATLAB and/or Octave, a graphical user interface is not required. This version of the
application will be available for download on GitHub[23].
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2.1. Tensile testing

The application cannot be discussed without explaining how the testing is performed and which
norm is relevant. The application was developed around data in .csv format files gathered from
Instron 8801 servo hydraulic testing machine. The tensile testing which is going to be discussed
is subject to HRNENISO6892-1[1], Metallic materials – Tensile testing – Part1: Method of test
at room temperature. The main parts needed to understand the working principle are shown

Slika 2.2: Instron 8801 shematic view.

on 2.2. After securing the test specimen in the movable and fixed jaws, operator inputs the
measurement program i.e. strain rate and load and/or position limits, depending on the material.
Load cell measures the force while the LVDT (which is not shown) measures the displacement
of jaws from the starting position. The various details about testing itself will not be provided
here, as emphasis will be on the equipment used and its influence on the data output. The most
general flowchart is given on 2.3 Analysis part is a topic that will be covered in detail in the
coming chapters with a few typical examples covered in the thesis introduction.
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Slika 2.3: Tensile testing flow chart.
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2.1.1. Position tracking with LVDT

Instron 8801 comes with a position tracker in the form of Linear variable differential transfor-
mer or transducer (LVDT) [2]which is a transformer used for piston position tracking. Generally
LVDT measurements are in the range from fractions of millimetre to few centimetres. Working
principle is as follows: LVDT’s core moves away from centre, resulting in an increase in one
of the position sensor secondariness (see 2.3 a) and b)) and b)) and a decrease in the other,
followed by a conversion to displacement in millimetre. LVDT has its limitations and measure-

Slika 2.4: a) Scheme of an LVDT. b) Electrical scheme of an LVDT.

ment accuracy that varies from manufacturer to manufacturer, but typically they have an almost
infinite life cycle as there are very little parts in direct contact with each other. Main problem
when using LVDT for position measurement comes from the fact that on Instron 8801, position
is measured on the end of the piston with attached jaws2.8. Consequently LVDT measures posi-
tion with elastic deformation of jaws, jaw head cylinder and the specimen all coupled together.
This makes it impossible to distinguish the elastic deformation of the test specimen2.7.

2.1.2. Position tracking with contact extensometer

Second part of the testing equipment used for displacement measurement is Epsilon 3542050-
050-ST axial contact extensometer, to which the ISO 6892-1 norm for tensile testing is appli-
cable. The model used is a full bridge strain gauge model, with a 350 ohm strain gauges and a
gauge length of 50 mm. As the name implies, this is a contact extensometer 2.6 which needs
to be fixed on the specimen on one end i.e. the knife edge needs to be fixed, while the hinged
knife edge is allowed to displace freely with the test specimen2.5. This allows for greater me-
asurement accuracy. It should be noted that by the ISO 6892-1 norm, Youngs modulus can only
be measured indirectly with an extensometer. The reason for this is that only an extensometer
can displace as the test specimen displaces which results in a linear trend up to emphasized or
unemphasized elastic limit.The part of the diagram being discussed is between the load 0-12
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Slika 2.5: Isometric view of Epsilon 3542 Axial contact extensionmeter

Slika 2.6: Extensometer’s attached to a specimen.

and displacement 0 up to 1mm. There is an obvious difference when viewing load position
diagram. The discrepancy in the length of position measurements comes from the difference
in gauge length. For example, LVDT gauge length for a typical flat test specimen is around
95mm(vertical distance between the jaws see 2.6 and 2.8) and for the extensometer it is only
50mm (vertical distance between fixed knife edge and hinged knife edge). It is theorized that
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Slika 2.7: Differences in the position measurment

this nonlinearity is a product of small deformations in the jaw head when the load is applied
and of a small slip until the friction of the jaw clamps begin to hold the specimen in place(see
Position tracking with LVDT). For now, this topic is left to future investigation and will not be
discussed further here. LVDT values can be normalized (chapter 3.2) to an extensometer me-
asurement, but this slightly parabolic shape cannot be changed. Furthermore when standard test
are performed only stress is a relevant factor while Young modulus is measured only in small
number of cases, reason being the fragility of extensometer. For steel the Young modulus does
not vary much(and generally it can be acquired using material datasets). But when it comes to
softer material such as aluminium, Young’s modulus varies significantly. Consequently exten-
someter measurement is needed. It should be noted that load-position diagrams are equivalent
in shape to the stress-strain curves, with values scaled according to cross sectional area and
maximum displacement.
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Slika 2.8: Load cell and jaws

2.2. Relevant values

In this section, all the necessary values from the ISO6892-1 will be discussed, alongside custom
terms and notation that are going to be used throughout this thesis. Only values relevant to the
application will be discussed as the norm covers a wide range of values. Firstly, there will be
given the definitions of values from the ISO 6892-1:

• L - gauge length, length of the parallel portion of the test piece on which elongation is
measured at any moment during the test in mm(ISO/TR 25679:2005)

• Lo-original gauge length, length between gauge length marks on the piece measured at
room temperature before the test (ISO/TR 25679:2005). Can also be expressed as per-
centage elongation, elongation expressed as a percentage of the original gauge length.

• Lu - final gauge length after fracture, length between gauge length marks on the test piece
measured after rupture, at room temperature, the two pieces having been carefully fitted
back together so that their axes lie in a straight line. Marked Lu,e for extensometer on 2.9
(ISO/TR 25679:2005)

• Le - extensometer gauge length, initial extensometer gauge length used for measurement
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Slika 2.9: Relevant value’s

of extension by means of an extensometer

– Extension - increase in the extensometer gauge length Le, at any moment during the
test

– Percentage extension “Strain” e - extension expressed as a percentage of the exten-
someter gauge length, Le,

* ep - Specified percentage plastic extension

* et - Percentage total extension

• vc - crosshead separation rate, displacement of the crossheads per time in mm/s

• So - original cross-sectional area of the parallel length in mm2

• Rt - stress at which total extension (elastic extension plus plastic extension) is equal to a
specified percentage of the extensometer gauge length, Le.
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• Rp stress at which the plastic extension is equal to a specified percentage of the exten-
someter gauge length, Le. A suffix is added to the subscript to indicate the prescribed
percentage e.g. Rp0,2 or Rp0,1.

Although there are several methods of acquiring proof strength (stress), only two are relevant
in this use case, i.e. they can be programmed.
These methods are:

• Determination of proof strength, plastic extension Rp:
Rp is determined from the force-extension curve by drawing a line parallel to the linear

portion of the curve and at a distance from it equivalent to the prescribed plastic percen-

tage extension, e.g. 0,2 at which this line intersects the curve gives the force correspon-

ding to the desired proof strength plastic extension. The latter is obtained by dividing this

force by the original cross-sectional area of the test piece, So. see2.10[1].

• Determination of proof strength, total extension Rt :
Rt is determined on the force-extension curve, by drawing a line parallel to the ordinate

axis (force axis) and at a distance from this equivalent to the prescribed total percentage

extension. The point at which this line intersects the curve gives the force corresponding

to the desired proof strength. The latter is obtained by dividing this force by the original

cross-sectional area of the test piece, So. see2.10[1].

Slika 2.10: Plastic extension vs Total Extension

When using a computer for analysis, if the true value for both Rp and Rt falls between two
acquired data points, the value should be interpolated. Total extension method will not be
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implemented as it requires only a prescribed user input for a certain material. Only the plastic
extension method will be implemented in this thesis. Now, the general guidelines of determining
Rp will be discussed, as well as a defined method for validation of the application. In most
cases, it is known which material is being tested so a valid experiment can be found with an
approximate Rp0,2 for that material. Recommended conditions of determining the slope of the
elastic line for evaluation of Rp are:

• Line should be acquired using linear regression in the linear range

• lower limit of the range is 10%o f Rp0,2

• upper limit of the range is 50%o f Rp0,2

• To get Rp0,2 the elastic line must be checked and if necessary recalculated

Finally, the norm states that the results derived with traditional methods by examina-
tion/calculation from plots of analogue or digital data need to be compared to the results de-
termined by using a computer. The procedure is given in the 2.11.

Slika 2.11: Maximum permitted differences between computer-derived and manually derived
results[1]
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2.3. Open source approach

Source code is a part of software, application or program that is hidden for most users who do
not have access to it. Generally, only programmers who have access to it are allowed to modify
or fix parts of code. On the other hand, closed source or proprietary software is such that only
original authors can legally copy, inspect and alter parts of code, as well as any company or
an individual who buys it. Typically, to use propitiatory software, users are asked to agree to
a specific set of rules and regulations regarding the usage of software i.e. terms of use. Open
source approach is the alternative to closed source. The idea is that anybody can share, enhance
and modify all parts of software, program or application code, not only programmers. This idea
is widely popular today although it was criticised in its early days. Some examples of closed
source software, applications and programs are:

• Windows, IOS

• Microsoft office

• MATLAB

• Windows phone

These are examples of open source software:

• Linux

• Libre office

• GNU Octave

• Symbian OS, Android

Open source is the pinnacle of collaborative work in the world of today. It also guaranties full
transparency. Besides solving an obvious problem, the goal of this thesis is also to encourage
commenting, critiquing, programming and finally improving the current solution. This colla-
borative work can only expand on an existing idea. To remain organized and track versions of
a solution or solutions, a new tool is neccessary. In the next section, Git and GitHub will be
explained. To support this system virtually, an online repository called GitHub was chosen.

2.3.1. Git and GitHub

While developing the application, numerous versions of each function or application subsec-
tions (later called blocks) needed to be debugged and tested carefully. Making a new one or
replacing an old MATLAB script was not an option. This is mainly because every change had
to be recorded and described with a detailed record. For example, script "Filter Heuristic" went
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through fourteen changes before the final version was achieved, not to mention all the small
changes in variable names or function inputs and outputs. To keep track of many changes in
code and to have version control, GIT software was used. Git is a free and open source distri-
buted version control system designed to handle everything from small to very large projects
with speed and efficiency [4]. Basically, it is used to manage a project. For example, let there
be a script with seven lines of code changed.Typically, a new version would be made and saved
separately. To know which is the original version and which is the new one, at least one of
them must have a prefix or sufix added to its name. However, with Git, they can coexist in the
same file and local repository (folder) as there is a systematic way of storing multiple different
versions of the same file. Basic git terminology is as follows:

• Repo is short for repository is a name for the project we are currently working on, this is
where all the changes to the commited file are saved.

• Working directory is a folder location where we store the repository.

• Commit is a process of saving changes made to the repository after the staging proces.

• Staging is a process where we mark the files we made changes to after which we commit
those same files. Example of staging is as follows: while working on MATLAB scripts
we make changes to three of total twelve files. First we stage those files, take the time
to check if the code executes properly ie with a desired output and only after the staging
process we should commit those files as valid changes to the original files. A good ana-
logy for staging is as follows: to drive a car you first you need to start up your car, driving
meaning commit.

It should be noted that Git works locally and the user interacts with Git from a Git Bash com-
mand line similar to "cmd" on Windows. With a local repo, seamless collaboration is put in
question; what good is the code if only one user can modify it? Git Hub is the answer to that
question. Its an online repository that works in the same way as Git with the addition of some
new functions, such as:

• Push, pushing the code means to upload it to a users working directory after which the
user decides if the code is valid.

• Pull, pulling pulls(downloads) the code from a users working directory to make an ins-
tance of that code available on the computer.

• Clone, duplicates the repository in a specified local working directory

Finally, Git is designed with non linear workflows in mind. This means the user can make
separate branches (meaning different solutions) for the same problem. After, for example se-
veral commits to new branches. The user can push the code back to the original branch thus
completing it.
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3. OPEN SOURCE APPLICATION SOLUTION

This application is fully written in MATLAB programming language. Other options were Pyt-
hon for the main numerical part and C# for its windows forms application templates. C# option
was instantly neglected, reason being that .NET framework is not yet compatible with Linux
fully so some of classes would not work.In other words, one portion of potential users could
not run the application. Regarding numerics, Python was a valid option, but when it came to
C# events (what would happen when a user presses some basic button), those functions needed
to be written in form of classes to be called in C#. This would have taken much more time to
write and debug. Contrary to this, MATLAB code writing and debugging is faster and more
neat. Also, MATLAB has an application designer toolbox which is quite similar to windows
forms. Main challenge while making this application was to determine up to which point linear
regression should even be performed.

Slika 3.1: Load position curves for LVDT and Extensometer with proposed regions of interest

On 3.1 the two main regions of interest are shown.
During the development of this application, many tools had to be created to support this
process, all of which will be explained in detail.
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Regions are:

• n2 - region where the last good data point to take into consideration for linear regressions
exists. All the points found in this region are a part of "potential candidate vector".

• n3 - region where the last good data point for the measurement and whole analysis exists.
This part needs to be cut off for the purpose of transformation to strain.

The application will be explained with flow charts, followed by the code used to achieve the
purpose stated by that code block. Demonstrated code is written for data import version to work
on Instron .CSV datasets, but other options will also be covered. There are several variations in
the dataset, but those will be covered block by block.

3.1. Building blocks

Every part of the code that forms a cohesive whole with a specific task will be called block
from now on. Each block is represented by a function that returns a scalar or a vector. Matlab
operates primarily by using matrices. A vector is understood as a matrix with only one column
or one row. Project "main" is shown on figure 3.3 with all key blocks. Terminator stands for

Slika 3.2: Matlab function example compared to flowchart

beginning or the end of a process. Off-page link is a link to a document containing a flowchart
for that code block. Block input and output with a function name are clearly stated on 3.3. This
format will be used throughout the thesis. .
The whole script is consisted of many parts, not only the main function. All auxiliary blocks and
functions are called from main. This is done to segment the code which improves readability
and makes debugging easier. It also makes measuring execution time for each block separately
possible. Execution time is important for the following reasons:

• The application needs to perform faster than the average human operator while using, for
example, Microsoft Excel.

• Application engagement. Users do not like to wait for a few minutes, while staring at a
blank screen.
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Slika 3.3: Main application script
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To explain the working principle, the data from a tensile test of flat aluminium specimen
will be used. This is necessary as it will provide more context throughout the thesis.

Measurement data is as follows:

• Cross head separation speed is vc = 0.1 mm/s

• Sampling frequency of fs = 9 Hz

• Extensometer gauge length Le = 50 mm

• Cross sectional area Ao = 48 mm2

3.2. Data import, preprocessing and normalization

As is the case with any numerical analysis, the first step is to import the dataset. Datasets used in
developing and testing this application dated up to 2007 and contained more than one hundred
and forty different sets, one set meaning one complete data set that contains:

• Force measurement, named F in text.

• Displacement measurement via LVDT or Extensometer, named dl in text.

3.2.1. Data import

After the test, a .csv file is saved on the hard drive of a testing computer. Tests are generally
saved in one standard format that encapsulates all the relevant information that can be measured
during the test. After this, it is up to the user to select the wanted columns from the .csv file.
First variation in the sets comes from inclusion of a new extensometer measurement column in
2011 which resulted in two variations of this import code by the testing date. Version which
will be shown is the newer version from 2011 onwards which includes data vectors shown on
3.4. For the sake of simplicity, these options are illustrated on the flowchart 3.5. Memory

Slika 3.4: Instron .csv file structure

allocation is a process by which computer programs and services are assigned the physical or
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virtual memory space [5]. Get UI function prompts the path of the current window and allows
the user to travel to the proper location where his dataset is stored. When the user finds his
dataset folder, that path is written in a separate variable for later use. AGMS Dataset is a

Slika 3.5: Variations in data import options

structure array which is a data type that groups related data using data containers called fields.
Each field can contain any type of data. Data can be acceded in a field using dot notation of
the form AGMSDataset.Tensile. This structure array was made for a specific reason of quickly
analysing and sorting all the historic datasets transferred from the computer hard drive. This
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Slika 3.6: AGMSdataset

program stores all the individual data vectors from .csv files, see 3.4. The flowchart for this
part of the program will be given in the appendix A and will not be explained in this thesis.
There is one part of data import that needs to be explained in detail. As it was discussed in the
chapter Tensile testing, only extensometer measurements are valid. But as it turns out, using
the extensometer was not always a viable option: partly because of the danger that an expensive
piece of equipment will break and partly because the laboratory does not always have access to
it. Each new imported measurement needs to be checked for extensometer data and properly
imported in the place of LVDT position measurement. First comes loading all the data from .csv
or data structure. For .txt files the assumption is that the user wants to analyse only extensometer
data. The check is done in a following way: if the value is equal to 1(True), dl data vector(LVDT
measurment) is rewritten with extensometer data. If the condition is not met, dl remains as is
3.7.
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Slika 3.7: How the check is performed

State of "value" is acquired with the following process: first comes checking if the data
vector contains NaN (Non a Number) values. If it contains more NaN values than the 10% of
total number of values in the data vector, the vector is automatically neglected and treated as
non valid. Ten percent threshold was chosen as there is a slight possibility that some values
from the measurement return as NaN, but not anywhere near the 10% range. This changes the
value to 0 and returns the same value back to 3.8.. If the said condition of 10% is not met, i.e.
the data vector has valid measurements, mean value and total percentage of negative values has
to be checked. Note: when performing tensile tests on Instron 8801, there will always be more
then 50% of positive values. Check if extensometer is engaged is performed as follows:

1. Rewriting all not NaN values in a new vector.

2. Calculate the mean of the new vector.

3. Calculate the percentage of negative values out of all the vectors indexes.

• Vector index is a numerical representation of an item’s position in a sequence[6].

4. If total number of negative values is higher or equal then 50 % and a mean value is less
then 0, value is set to 0.
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5. If total number of negative values is lower then 50 % and a mean value is higher or equal
then 0, value is set to 1.

6. Return value to 3.7.

Slika 3.8: How the check is performed

3.2.2. Data preprocessing

After data importing comes preprocessing, as all the relevant data is gathered.

• F - load measurement.

• dl- positions measurement according to 3.7.
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• T- time values, this will be relevant in Filter Heuristic section, and until then, no operati-
ons will be done on that data vector.

Up to this point, after importing the data and selecting relevant values, the data looks like 3.9.
Region of interest n3 is clearly visible. The purpose of this part of the application is to remove

Slika 3.9: Data visualization after importing

the unwanted data and to shift the dataset towards zero. This process is shown on 3.10. Firstly,
rewriting data vectors F, dl and T up to the last point is done, which is usually NaN and is
recorded as such when the test ends. After rewriting comes substracting the first measured data
point from all the other for F and dl. This is to make sure that the test starts from zero. After
that, it is neccessary to find the maximum value of force F and the last good point n3.
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Slika 3.10: Data preprocessing code block flow chart

This is accomplished by means of finding the last value that is higher than the rule proposed
in the algorithm below.

n = 1
for n = 1 : 1 : length(F) do

if F(n)> Fmax− (0.005∗Fmax) then
n3 = n

end if
end for

After the n3 is discovered, it is needed to rewrite the data vectors up to n3 index, determine
the sampling frequency and finally the Nyquist frequency [7]. The proposed rule is not optimal
as can be seen on 3.11, but after testing, this rule provided the best results. It should be noted
that for some rules, the n3 value cannot be achieved. From a numerical perspective, capturing
n3 in the last part of the region where oscillations are large would mean that the minimum of
the second derivative of smoothing spline would not be captured. A little bit of strain data is
sacrificed to achieve accurate stress (strength) data. Output of the code block is shown on 3.11
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Slika 3.11: Last good data point

3.2.3. Feature scaling

Feature scaling is a process of normalizing the range of independent variables. Generally it is
a common method in machine learning practices as algorithms like gradient descent converge
much faster with feature scaling. While developing this application, there was an ever present
issue of execution time. Feature scaling was one of the ways to improve the overall performance
(others will be discussed further in the thesis). Before, rescaling mean execution time for twelve
datasets was around 24.43 seconds (measured by internal computer clock). Feature scaling
dropped this mean time to 12.3 seconds. Method used in the application is called Min-Max
scaling or rescaling or simply normalization.
Presume x is a given original value, then normalized value x

′
is given by:

x
′
=

x−min(x)
max(x)−min(x)

(3.1)

Where:

• x - original value

• min(x) - minimum value in range

• max(x) - maximum value in range

In this form, the equation returns a number in range [0, 1] or [-1, 1], but this can be modified to
any range of value. When this is applied to this example, normalized feature vectors F and dl
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emerge (see 3.12). Normalization data is stored for inverse normalization process which comes
after acquiring potential candidate vectors. It should be noted that next two processes, filter
heuristic and smoothing spline, benefited greatly from normalization. Not only has it improved
the run time, it has also provided more accurate results in the analysis.

Slika 3.12: Normalization and storing normalization data

Normalization diagrams after normalization have the same general shape with scaled axis values
3.13.
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Slika 3.13: Normalized Load and Position data
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3.3. Filter heuristic

Until now, the numerical part of the program mostly revolved around well defined ideas such as
normalization or finding some we know exists. The next part of the application solves a specific
problem: up to which index instead of up to which point linear regression be considered. Why
index and not a precise number? Thinking in the means of indexes is more of an abstraction than
finding a concrete number that satisfies a certain condition. In other words, it is easily applied
to different datasets. The most basic flowchart of the heuristic is shown on 3.16. This is the
basic idea of the heuristic: one can apply a lowfilter, calculate the slope between all consecutive
points, average those by some small step to filter the data even more and then look for a point
that is as close to the minimum as possible. Of course, there is a possibility of missing that
point, but if a lot of different values are used to filter, there is a higher probability of finding that
data point. As this was just an idea, the implementation is as follows. First part of the flowchart
revolves around obtaining a valid step size in the range [5,9]. Step h is later used to average the
consecutive slopes that were passed through a low-pass filter. The step needs to be small enough
so that the minimum of the averaged slope curve will not be skipped. Checking the divisibility
of the data is done as shown on 3.14. The length of the slope vector will be length(F)-1 long,
where length(F) is number of data points in vectors F and dl. To make sure that all the data
values are averaged, there needs to be a check of which step fits, i.e. when dividing the total
number of data point F−1 with h, the returned value has to be an integer. A new variable called

Slika 3.14: Divisibity of data flowchart

n3 is created, which is length(F)-1 long, after it is checked which is the first step h that gives
the remainder zero. If there is not a single value from [5,9], then that number is a prime number
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Slika 3.15: Check division function

and one more index needs to be removed from n3. This process is done until an adequate step
size h is found h.
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Slika 3.16: Filter Heuristic flow chart

Next, the focus is shifted to the low pass filter section and the creation of vector f smore. A
low-pass filter is one that does not affect low frequencies and rejects high frequencies. The
amplitude response of the ideal lowpass filter is shown on 3.17[8].
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Slika 3.17: Amplitude response (gain versus frequency) specification for the ideal low-pass
filter[8]

Where:

• Gain- amplitude of some feature or measurement

• Cut off frequency fc- frequency up to which we want our signal to be unfiltered, needs to
be lower then the Nyquist frequency in Hz

• Nyquist frequency fN = fs
2 - folding frequency of a sampling system in Hz. Frequencies

"fold" around half the sampling frequency - which is why the Nyquist frequency is often
referred to as the folding frequency.[8][9])

• Sampling frequency of the signal fs in Hz

In our example, sampling frequency is 9 Hz which means the Nyquist frequency is 4,5 Hz.
This results in cut off frequency needing to be less then the Nyquist frequency or less then
4,5 Hz. From this point we create a data vector f smore, which will be used in next part of the
heuristic.

i f s = 1, i f s− counter

len = 18, len− length o f data vector

r = 3, r− constant used f or f aster decrease o f data vector

for i f s = 1 : 1 : len do
f smore =

f s
i f s∗r

end for

Total length of 18 was chosen as a trade off between computation time and precision, after total
length of 16 data point moved for only several indexes and computation time took 0,3s longer
with each +1 of total length. Constant of r = 3 was used because a number lower than fN was
needed as a first data point, no matter what the f s is.
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Slika 3.18: Effect of low pass on data

At the end of this section all the variations of constants and length of data vector len will be
covered. For each i from f smore the algorithm calculates low pass data vector and all the slopes.
It then takes the mean value for that slope. Why the mean specifically? To answer that question,
it is necessary to analyse the filtered load-position curve and slope-position curve. As it can be
seen on 3.19, the black box part represents the linear elastic range where the slope has a value
much higher than zero, but a semi constant one. As the curve transitions into a semi parabolic
shape, the slope has a mean zero value. The red box represents total length of this zero mean
value for the slope and it features almost 90% of a given curve. This means that when the mean
value of the slope with respect to position is taken, the mean value will be closer to zero than to
"the higher one". This trend will later be exploited. Black circle on 3.19 is the negative effect
of data preprocessing but it does not affect the end result of this heuristic.
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After the calculation of the mean, averaging the slope data with rule shown on 3.20 fol-
lows:

z = 1 , z− counter, h− step size

for i = 1 : h : (length(slopeF2)−h) do
Avgslope(z) = mean(slopeF2(i : 1 : (i+h)))

z++

end for

Slika 3.19: Filtered curve and slope curve

Now the index of last averaged point that follows the rule needs to be found:

Avg_slopeF2 < Mean_slope_F2 (3.2)

If this process is repeated for all the different filter "levels", a matrix of type (i f smore, i) is
defined, where i represents averaged index value. Which returned 0 are filtered out and the
matrix with only one row values is flattened, a vector which only has positive values of indexes
that fit the rule above is acquired. Taking the median or the central value of the whole vector
and then multiplying it by step size h, the first data point for potential candidate vector, named
n2FH , is found. Execution time of this process lasts up to 7,4s with average time of 6,7s.
Result of this heuristic can be observed on 3.21, for this example n2FH = 855.
Detailed flowchart of this heuristic will be given in the appendix B of this thesis. Now, there
follows a demonstration of possible variations of constant r and len. The one above was done
with len = 18 and r = 3. A large number was chosen on purpose to illustrate the effect. Now
there will be shown how the value len changes with r and n2FH .
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Slika 3.20: Averaged filtered normalized load vs filtered normalized position

Slika 3.21: Output point of filter heuristic

Variations tested:

r =
[
2 3 4 5 6

]
len =

[
2 3 4 5 6

]
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With index results:

idx =


0 60 0 0 0

60 0 0 520 855
0 0 520 855 855
0 520 855 855 855
0 855 855 855 855


Where columns represent len and rows r variations. When plotted in 3D, plot looks like 3.22.
Correct results is 855 for this example. Any combination of parameters len and r that achieve
less then 855 we consider a failure which gives us lowest possible r = 3 and least possible
len = 3.

Slika 3.22: Change in idx with respects to r and len
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3.4. Smoothing Spline

As only one method of finding candidates for potential candidate vector, another method called
smoothing spline was implemented. First we are going to discuss theory behind smoothing
splines. Let {xi,Yi : i= 1, ...,n} be a set of observation, modelled by relation Yi = f (xi+ε) where
the ε are independent zero mean random variables usually assume to have constant variance.
The cubic smoothing spline estimate f̂ of the function f is defined to be the minimizer (over
the class of twice differentiable functions) of [10][11].

n

∑
i=1
{Yi− f̂ (xi)}2 +λ

∫
f̂ ′′(x)2dx (3.3)

Where:

• λ≥ 0 is a smoothing parameter, controlling the trade-off between fidelity to the data and
roughness of the function estimate.

Approach used in MATLAB is as follows, we minimize[12]:

p ∑
i=1

wi(yi− s(xi))
2 +(i− p)

∫ (d2s
dx2

)
dx (3.4)

Where:

• p - smoothing parameter, p = 0 produces a least-squares straight-line fit to the data, p = 1
produces a cubic spline interpolant[12].

• wi - specified weights

• s(xi) - spline

• d2s
dx2 - second derivative of the spline with respect to xi data points, dl in our example

• yi - y component of data points, F in out example

First term measures closeness to the data while the second term penalizes the curvature in the
function[13]. The calculation of the smoothing spline requires solving a linear system whose
coefficient matrix has the form[12]:

pA+(1− p)B (3.5)

Where A and B matrices depend on the data sites x, if the default value of p is chosen expression
becomes:

p trace(A) = (1− p) trace(B) (3.6)
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Slika 3.23: Effect of p on smoothing spline fit

Where trace of a square matrix A is defined as the sum of elements on the main diagonal. How
the p value effects interpolation of our data set can be observed on ??. By "zooming" in the
effect on the data set can truly be seen. Only from an image we cannot conclude much, but

Slika 3.24: Enhanced image of the effect of p on smoothing spline fit

if we extract goodness of fit data(GOF) structure from MATLAB with different measures of
goodness.
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p SSE R2 DFE
0 128.379719497463 0.438472400708291 5954.30842964308
0.1 94.4507451819526 0.586876335289214 5953.93462767592
0.3 71.4571821831352 0.687449231697075 5953.38754544669
0.5 57.9538642931364 0.746512187333098 5952.80029810483
0.7 45.9889722763057 0.798846131637504 5952.12864872521
0.9 28.0117389175582 0.877477809050102 5950.64433181867
0.99 6.24446168666328 0.972686982075464 5946.26378928639
0.9999 0.0336762915223749 0.999852701289537 5925.13652907586
0.999999 0.00592859798008168 0.999974068556903 5858.44271311630
1 0 1 0

Tablica 3.1: How changes in p effect overall GOF data part 1

p Ad justed R2 RMSE
0 0,438312875307015 0,146836000817488
0,1 0,586733025992611 0,125950722579096
0,3 0,687312078744817 0,109557185275820
0,5 0,746375934579104 0,0986689582899089
0,7 0,798715298228034 0,0879003688537087
0,9 0,877367537260530 0,0686100977758876
0,99 0,972642260665994 0,0324059991950871
0,9999 0,999851934024606 0,00238403676880446
0,999999 0,999973636735452 0,00100596971670083
1 NaN NaN

Tablica 3.2: How changes in p effect overall GOF data part 2
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Now we need to explain these measures for GOF. The sum of squared estimate of errors
or short SSE is the sum of the squares of residuals (deviations predicted from actual empirical
values of data). Model with a single explanatory variable is given by[14]:

SSE =
n

∑
i=1

(yi− f (xi))
2 (3.7)

Coefficient of determinatio, R2 is a statistical measure that represents the proportion of the
variance for a dependent variable that’s explained by an independent variable or variables in a
regression model[14].

R2 ≡ 1− SSres

SStot
(3.8)

Where:

• SSres The sum of squares due to error, also called the residual sum of squares, if SSres = 0
and R2 = 1 modelled values exactly match the observed values[14].

SSres = ∑
i
(yi− fi)

2 = ∑
i
(ei)

2 (3.9)

• SStot The total sum of squares[14].

SStot = ∑
i
(yi− y)2 (3.10)

• yi dataset values

• y - mean of the observed data

y =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

yi (3.11)

• fi - modeled values

Degrees of Freedom Adjusted R-Square DOF , his statistic uses the R-square statistic defined
above, and adjusts it based on the residual degrees of freedom[14].

ν = n−m (3.12)

Where:

• ν-indicates the number of independent pieces of information involving the n data points
required to calculate the sum of squares.

• n - number of response values.

• m - number of fitted coefficients.
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Adjusted R2 is given by, generally a values of R2 ' 1 the better the fit[14]:

ad justedR2 = 1− SSE(n−1)
SStot(ν)

(3.13)

Root mean square error RMSE is given by [14]:

RMSE =
√

MSE (3.14)

Where:

• MSE - mean square error is calculated by:

MSE =
SSE

ν
(3.15)

Smoothing parameter Sp = 0,9999999 was chosen to be constant throughout the program as a
good fit could be achieved every time, because the precision was high enough and the parameter
was not equal to 1. The resulting fit is shown on Goodness of fit data for our dataset is shown

Slika 3.25: Smoothing Spline with Sp=0,9999999 applied on test dataset

in table below. This was all necessary to fulfill a straightforward purpose: a fitting method that
can fit different types of datasets and also have a continuous second derivative was requiered.
Theoretically, the index of the minimum of the second derivative should correspond to the index
that is looked for the potential candidate vector. In practice, if there is a slightly oscillating trend
as shown on 3.25 the second derivative has such a large oscillation that the wanted index in the
wanted area will not be detected. From here, an appropriate method of filtering the data that can
flatten the small oscillations similar to low pass filter was needed. For the sake of exploring new
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Sp 0,9999999
SSE 0,004117279864056
R2 0,999981991187652
DFE 5,782606208919848e+03
Ad justed R2 0,999981451186114
RMSE 8,438075075212316e-04

Tablica 3.3: GOF Example Dataset

methods that work well in tandem Savitzky Golay[15] and Moving Average(MA)[16] filters
were implemented to work on top of smoothing spline.We start with defining a wide range of
possible window lengths, by windows length we mean step of data which will be passes through
the filter and averaged by moving Average or smoothed by Savitzky Golay filter. Savitzky Golay
achieves this in a process known as convolution, by fitting successive sub-sets of adjacent data
points with a low-degree polynomial by the method of linear least squares[?][17]. If we apply
smoothing spline to all of those different window length for each of those two methods of
filtering we can clearly see where the median of our wanted indexes lie.
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Slika 3.26: Smoothing Spline with implemented filters
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As we can see on 3.27 all good indexes cluster in the same area. If we plot indexes of the
minimum of second derivative of smoothing spline with respect to window length and error for
moving average. Same can shown for the Savitzky Golay filter. Once we find all the indexes,

Slika 3.27: Indexes of minimum of second derivative for different window lengths of moving
average filter

Slika 3.28: Indexes of minimum of second derivative vs windows length vs RMSE for moving
average filter

we filter them with double threshold as shown in 3.26.
After the double threshold we take the first window length that returns a relevant index value
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Slika 3.29: Indexes of minimum of second derivative for different window lengths of Savitzky
Golay filter

with an error measure and repeat the smoothing spline algorithm which gives us the results as
shown on.

Slika 3.30: Indexes of minimum of second derivative vs windows length vs RMSE for Savitzky
Golay filter

This gives us two points per filter applied on top of smoothing spline, we acquire two more
more with a rule as shown in Eq.3.2. the end result of smoothing spline block is given on 3.31
and 3.32
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Slika 3.31: Output of Smoothing Spline block

Slika 3.32: Finalized potential candidate vector
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3.5. Potential candidate vector and inverse of data
normalization

Up to this point, the potential candidate vector is acquired. It needs to be checked for all non
wanted values. For most cases, this filtering is not needed. But even those few exceptions where
smoothing spline block or filter heuristic returns some unwanted values (much lower then the
wanted range) need to be solved. Process of filtering out these values is shown on 3.34. Output

Slika 3.33: Potential candidate vector and inverse of data normalization

from this process is a potential candidate vector and the original dataset is received which is
shown on 3.34.Typically, Rp value will not be found in a range close to 50% of total size of
the dataset and those values will be treated as unwanted. Also, this process can sometimes save
valuable time when finding the optimal line. Reasons for saving time will be shown in another
chapter but, simply put, there is one less iteration of for loop to go through.
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Slika 3.34: Position vs Load with potential candidate vector
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3.6. Load to stress, position to strain

This is a straightforward process as it requires the user to input if they even have the dimensions
needed for load to stress conversion.

Slika 3.35: Load to Stress, position to Strain conversion
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For tests that are performed around the time period when this thesis is written, cross secti-
onal area measurements are given. But there are more than a few historic datasets where those
measurements could not be found. Of course, this is an error made by the operator, but in prac-
tice load-position measurements can be as important as stress strain ones. This variation was
also covered within this thesis. For example, if correct data for this test piece was the input, that
is shown as an example in the following diagram with a potential candidate vector.

Slika 3.36: Stress Strain curve with potential candidate vector for Al7075

This matches historic data, general mechanical properties for this alloy and is treated as a valid
transformation.

ε =
dl
L0
×100 (3.16)
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Slika 3.37: Stress Strain(%) curve with potential candidate vector for Al7075
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3.7. Optimal line fitting with linear regression and proof
strength line

Up to this point, all the points for potential candidate vector is acquired and data was properly
transformed. Now, the optimal line through the data points needs to be determined. On first
glance, this can be done with a simple linear regression but for only one case the current case
, the application needs to find the best line for all the semi-linear data points every time a
new dataset is analysed. First few implementation were a simple linear regression with root
mean square error as a measure of goodness of fit, but that was not a reliable method for many
different datasets. Several iterations later, this version, which can be shown on 3.38, came
about. Typically, when doing linear regression, there is a certain dataset and the slightly linear

Slika 3.38: Optimal line fit flow chart

trend of data can be seen. Regression model is applied and one optimal line with some optional
constraints is acquired. With this problem, that is not the case. The idea is to calculate all the
possible slopes up to that current index in potential candidate vector and repeat the process for
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all the indexes in the same vector. Why this approach? An optimal line through all the data
points needs to be found, but without knowing when the linear trend will stop. For example,
if the last index is 300, there will be 299 possible lines from the first to the last point. Again,
there is no knowing when the linear trend will stop. That is why it is better to check the error
up to the current index instead of up to the last one. This process is repeated for the sake of
redundancy, as there is a possibility that there will be one more line that is better. The process
for the first index in potential candidate vector is as follows:

• Perform linear regression with a cost function J(k) which is solved using the Nelder Mead
method [19].

• For each line, the absolute error and the least square error Err1 and Err2 are calculated.

• Calculate median of both errors MErr1 and MErr2.

• We substract the median from its corresponding error MErr1 = Err1−MErr1 and
MErr2 = Err2−MErr2.

• Find the index of minimum of both error idx = min(MErr1) and idx2 = min(MErr2)

• Find the index of the slope k which corresponds to that error best_k1 = k(idx) and
best_k2 = k(idx2)

• Rewrite those into a new vector which is long as potential candidate vector least_error =

[min(MErr1),min(MErr2)] with corresponding k indexes bestline = [best_k1,best_k2]

• Process is repeated for all elements of potential candidate vector

• We find index of minimum of error for all elements opt_line_idx = min(MErr1,MErr2)

• Optimal line is the one which corresponds to that index optimal_line =

best_line(optlineidx)

The output of this algorithm is the median optimal line which works best for all possible values
up to the unknown last good value. The result with Rp0.1 and Rp0.2 line’s is shown on3.39.
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Slika 3.39: Stress(MPa) Strain(%) curve with Rp0.1 and Rp0.2 line’s
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4. PROOF STRENGTH RESULTS

Finally to demonstrate all the major cases, several variations in datasets will be show. Some of
them will be Stress-Strain diagrams, with several Load-position diagrams. Including metallic
materials with emphasized elastic limit and without emphasized elastic limit. We will conclude
with a test from the norm to validate this application.

4.0.1. Metalic materials without ephesized proportionality

As this use case was the main purpose of this thesis it will be shown first.
Example 1:
Flat Aluminium rectangular specimen with width of 20mm and thickness of 4mm, quasi static
testing with jaw separation speed of 0.1mm/s. As exact alloy could not be determined, Ultraso-
nic Hardness test was performed with a mean result of 83HV10 which corresponds to ultimate
tensile strength of 250 MPa[20]. Result is Rp0.2 = 192.9MPa, shown on 4.1. Code execution
time of 19.37s with user input.

Slika 4.1: Stress(MPa) Strain(%) curve with Rp0.1 and Rp0.2 line’s for unknown origin
Aluminium specimen
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Example2:
Six flat aluminium 7075(presumably T6 heat treated) rectangular specimen with width of 6mm
and thickness of 4mm, quasi static testing with jaw separation speed of 0.01mm/s

Slika 4.2: Stress(MPa) Strain(%) curve with RP0.1 and RP0.2 line’s for Al7075-1

Slika 4.3: Stress(MPa) Strain(%) curve with RP0.1 and RP0.2 line’s for Al7075-2
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Slika 4.4: Stress(MPa) Strain(%) curve with RP0.1 and RP0.2 line’s for Al7075-3

Slika 4.5: Stress(MPa) Strain(%) curve with RP0.1 and RP0.2 line’s for Al7075-4
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Slika 4.6: Stress(MPa) Strain(%) curve with RP0.1 and RP0.2 line’s for Al7075-5

Slika 4.7: Stress(MPa) Strain(%) curve with RP0.1 and RP0.2 line’s for Al7075-6
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Name Rp0.2 (MPa) Time (s)
Al5083H111-1 497,1 17,4
Al5083H111-2 482 17,6
Al5083H111-3 492,3 18,3
Al5083H111-4 483,5 17,7
Al5083H111-5 481,7 19,6
Al5083H111-6 479,5 19,3

Tablica 4.1: Al5083H111 Results

Name Rp0.2(MPa)-classical method
Al5083H111-1 500
Al5083H111-2 491
Al5083H111-3 497
Al5083H111-4 479
Al5083H111-5 486
Al5083H111-6 486

Tablica 4.2: Rp0.2 (MPa) results classical method

Achieved Rp0.2 results are as follows. This experiment gives us a mean value of Rp0.2 =

486.01 MPa which is appropriate value compared to the literature[21]. Now we transition to
the validation part as only this dataset includes more then 5 measurements as per ISO 6892-1.
Results in "clasical" way are as follows: Following the procedure given in ISO 6892-1, resuls
are as follows:

• Drelative = 3.8% which is higher then 0.5% given in the norm

• Dabsolute, lowest value achieved was 2.9 MPa, higher then given in the norm 2MPa

Other values were not calculated as these do not satisfy the validation condition.
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Example 3:
Three flat aluminium 5083 H111 rectangular specimen with width of 8mm and thickness of
4mm, quasi static testing with jaw separation speed of 0.02mm/s.

Slika 4.8: Stress(MPa) Strain(%) curve with RP0.1 and RP0.2 line’s for Al 5083 H111-1

Slika 4.9: Stress(MPa) Strain(%) curve with RP0.1 and RP0.2 line’s for Al 5083 H111-2
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Slika 4.10: Stress(MPa) Strain(%) curve with RP0.1 and RP0.2 line’s for Al 5083 H111-3

Mean value of Rp0.2 = 121,6MPa which is in accordance to literature[22]. Mean code
runtime is Truntime = 18.08s with user input.
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4.0.2. Metalic material with proportionality

Although the application was not programmed with this material in mind. While testing, it was
obvious it can be repurposed to be used on tensile tests with emphasized proportionality. Results
for two rectangular steel by JUS norm Č.1204 specimen with width of 14,65 mm and thickness
of 7,74 mm, quasi static testing with jaw separation speed of 0.1mm/s are shown below. With

Slika 4.11: Stress(MPa) Strain(%) curve with RP0.1 intersect representing lower yield point
line for Č.1204-1

Slika 4.12: Stress(MPa) Strain(%) curve with RP0.1 intersect representing lower yield point
line for Č.1204-2
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Specimen Application result (MPa) Historic result (MPa)
Al5083H111-1 326,1 329
Al5083H111-2 327,1 329

Tablica 4.3

the application we achieved lower results compared to the historic ones which is more on the
safe side.
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5. CONCLUSION

The main purpose of this thesis was developing and testing an application for analysis of metal
materials without an emphasized elastic limit. The usual approach to this problem is doing it by
hand, which lacks precision as it is a job done by technicians. This application is supposed to
eliminate that problem. More specifically, the program is based on total plastic extension met-
hod adopted from ISO6892-1. With this application, the repeatability of the tests was achieved,
which is one the most important trademarks of academia.
This norm is written in such a way that it is hard to read and it assumes that the classical methods
are valid, which is not necessarily always the case. This, combined with impossible margins to
satisfy from ISO6892-1 [1], I can conclude that this norm needs to be revisited with new vali-
dation methods that are less rigorous. Possibility elaborate on validation of classical methods
of acquiring proof strength. For the dataset in example 2 (4.0.1) standard deviation is 7 MPa.
Typically, when testing aluminium specimens, even larger deviations are known to occur and
this needs to be complemented in the norm. Further more the algorithm eliminates the possi-
bility of human error occurrence, which is especially likely to happened when the analysis is
done with classical methods.
Regarding the testing phase of the application, it entailed 42 datasets with mean run time of
approximately 18.1 seconds with user input and 12.3 seconds without it. Total mean ram me-
mory requirement of the application per dataset is 2,34 Gb which is more than acceptable for
the standards of today, even for laptops. Thus, the application is deemed successful. Yet, there
is enough space for expanding the research of other mechanical properties such as Poisson’s
coefficient and Young modulus. The application was written in such a way that it has a capacity
to be supplemented with analysis for three point bending, general bending tests and compre-
ssion tests. Code for this thesis will be pushed on GITHUB. Repository name: Proof Strength
MATLAB by user: qbe713(https://github.com/qbe713/Proof_Strength_matlab.git).
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SUMMARY

Summary:

The assignment of this thesis was to develop a numerical procedure for determining proof stren-
gth with plastic extension method from tensile tests. The numerical procedure was developed
fully up to stand-alone application in MATLAB. Procedure includes determination of proof
strength based on plastic extension method without user input except for test specimen dimen-
sions. Developed application is based on a low pass filter heuristic, smoothing spline function
estimate, Savitzky Golay filter, method of moving average and linear regression.

Key words:
Proof Strength, Plastic extension, Heuristic, Smoothing Spline, Savitzky Golay, Moving ave-
rage, Linear Regression
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SAŽETAK

Sažetak:

Zadatak ovog rada je bio razvijanje numeričke procedure za odred̄ivanje granice razvlačenja
prema metodi plastičnog produljenja iz mjernih podataka s kidalice. Bilo je potrebno razviti
numeričku proceduru do razine aplikacije. Procedura je morala uključivati automatsko odre-
d̄ivanje granice razvlačenja prema metodi plastičnog produljenja bez utjecaja korisnika, osim
unosa dimenzijskih podataka. Razvijena aplikacija se bazira na heuristici s nisko propusnim fil-
terom, smoothing spline, Savitzky Golay filteru, metodi pomičnog prosjeka i linearnoj regresiji.

Ključne riječi:
Granica razvlačenja, Plastično produljenje, Heuristika, Smoothing Spline, Savitzky Golay filter,
Pomični prosjek, Linearna Regresija
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